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1. FIX YOUR PHYSIOLOGY: SMIL

E
Trick your mind with some stupidly simple
physical exercises (and I’m using the word
"exercise" very loosely here). All you need
do is smile, sit up straight, and strike
a
power pose.
There’s no doubt that your physiology
influences
your emotions and self-awareness.
Research shows that
smiling not only makes you more attrac
successful but also improves your mood tive and seem more
your blood pressure, and helps you stay, relieves stress, lowers
positive. So, start your
day off right - with a smile. After
morning, try to flash your pearly whitebrushing your teeth each
s
at
for a good, long moment of self-love. Then, yourself in the mirror
throughout your day,
try to smile more when talking to other
people. It will make you
and those around you feel better.

2. FIX YOUR PHYSIOLOGY: SIT UP

Next, finally commit yourself to improving STRAIGHT
your posture. You know
that sitting hunched over your desk
all day doesn’t feel good,
mentally or physically. Scientists also know
affect your confidence - sitting up straig that body posture can
likely to believe your own thoughts. Try ht can make you more
one of those balance balls
at your desk and read these tips for finally
improving your posture.

3. FIX YOUR PHYSIOLOGY: STRI

Most importantly, practice a good powerKE A POSE
pose. Social psychologist
Amy Cuddy found that “standing in a postu
re of confidence” can
not only make you feel more confid
ent
improve your performance under stress but also significantly
.
If
a stressful, socially-evaluative situation, you find yourself in
public speaking engagement, take two like a job interview or
hold a “power pose” (preferably somew minutes beforehand to
here private, like a nearby
restroom). Doing so will raise your levels
dominance hormone) and lower your levels of testosterone (the
of cortisol (the stress
hormone), making you feel more confid
ent and more like your true
self.

4. BUILD YOUR MENTAL
TOOLBOX: MEDITATION ss
Regularly practicing mindfulne
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Mindfulness: Stress, More
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Collard

meditation improves your selfacceptance. I recently gave this a
shot and found it 1) way easier and
quicker than I thought it would be,
and 2) crazy effective at making meJust
feel calm, collected, and confident.was all it
two minutes of guided meditation
took for me.
There are many different ways to dofor
this; try these tips and techniques
ar
mindfulness meditation to find a regul
practice that works for you.

5. BUILD YOUR MENTAL N
TOOLBOX: VISUALIZATIOwhether its
Visualizing your success,

a test, will
finishing an assignment or acing shown that imagining an
help you achieve it. Science has m and activates many of the
syste
us
activity stimulates the nervo
as actually experiencing the
same neural pathways in the brain g a challenge can help you
omin
overc
elf
yours
lizing
Visua
ty.
activi
and make the real challenge
feel more comfortable and confident
seem more familiar.

6. RETHINK WEAKNESS:

Take time to embrace your lowLOW SELF-ESTEEM
that’s right. Low self-esteem andself-esteem. Wait, what? Yes,
unhappiness are important. They moments of self-doubt and
force you to change what you are the necessary evils that
repressing your negative self- don’t like about yourself. By
views, rather than coming to
terms with them, you’ll likely neve
r take the first step toward
improvement.
Start by acknowledging your
insecurities, then focus your
efforts on improving your comp
feelings, in situations that caus etence, rather than your
action to improve your skills ande your low self-esteem. Taking
abilities will inevitably lead to
more self-confidence.

7. RETHINK WEAKNESS:

Reframe how you think aboutFAILURE
it or not, failure is inevitable. your specific failures. Believe
Breakthroughs depend on failuEveryone fails at something.
become more patient, mature, re. Failure challenges you to
grounded, resilient, humble,
objective, and creative, while teach
ing you more about yourself
than success can.

8. RETHINK WEAKNESS:

YOUR BODY
Try shifting your fitness motivatio
you feel and what your body n from how you look to how
can do. Also, seek out bodypositive imagery.
9. BE WARY OF THREATS:

Don’t neglect the importance NEGATIVE NANCYS
of having a supportive social
circle. Be wary of people in your
life who negatively impact
your sense of self, and work to
spen
believe in you. We can’t help but d more time with those who
live
up to others’ expectations
of us - it’s what psychologists
have termed the self-fulfilling
prophecy. Just make sure that the
expectations others have for
you are high.

By Sarah West Ervin

https://www.bustle.com/articles/25154-9-ways-to

-feel-more-confident-in-minutes
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REMEMBER:
It's ok to have a bad day

1
2
3

It's ok to make mistakes
Set back is not failure

4

It's ok to take a break

5

Nothing is perfect

6

u
You are stronger than yo
think you are

7

Asking for help is streng

8

Small steps are also progre

th
ss

DAY
HAPPINESS

challenge
1

Clean the
bed sheets
6

Dance like
no one is
watching
11

Bake a cake
16

Try
something
new
21

Celebrate
every win
26

Tidy a room
in your
home

2

Listen to
music from
your younger
years
7

Take
yourself out
for lunch
12

Go for a
walk
17

Help
someone
22

Exercise
27

Visit
somewhere
new

3

Meditate

8

Do
something
creative
13

Call a friend
18

Start a
journal
23

Cook from
scratch
28

Watch the
sunrise

4

5

Treat
yourself
to some
flowers

Compliment
someone &
yourself

9

10

14

15

Create a
Take a
Pinterest
relaxing
hot bath or board of things
you love
shower
Read a book Learn something new
19

Yoga
24

Make a
fancy
breakfast
29

Eat healthily

20

Up-level
something
25

Listen to the
birds
30

Have a PJ
day

uIDE
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HOW TO FEEL+EXUDE CONFIDENCE

high
power

WONDER WOMAN
Make yourself
look bigger to give
the impression of
assertivemess

TALL & PROUD

Hold your arms in a
V-shape and lift your
chin to make you
feel powerful

Low
power

PROTECTIVE

Folding your
arms or legs
communicates
need for protection

CLOSED &
GUARDED

Making yourself
smaller communicates
lack of confidence

Adapted from infographic by www.ingredientsofoutliers.com

Social psychologist
Amy Cuddy
delivered a TED
Talk about how
posture impacts
how we feel about
ourselves.

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=Ks-_
Mh1QhMc
Her research
shows that
"high power"
poses increase
confidence, while
"low power"
poses perpetuate
a weak sense
of self

TRY THIS:

Before entering a
social or
high-pressure
situation, stick a
"high power" pose
for 2 minutes
for a boost in
confidence
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Luhle: It has.
Enormously. In the past, I
would exclude myself from social
interactions because I didn’t want
to risk finding myself in situations
whereby by weight would be used
against me. I am no longer
that girl.

Luhle: I found
ge Plus Size
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Blessing:

You were 2nd
princess in the Miss
Teen Plus Size 2020
pageant. How did
you get involved in
pageants?

Luhle: Yes I think in
a way they are because most
people believe that pageants are
only for females of a certain size
and body shape. Whereas, in actual
fact, pageants are for everyone
regardless of your gender,
or body size.

Luhle: Pageants have
taught me to honour, embrace
and to also respect my body. I no
nt
longer fear expressing my body in differe
clothing and I have learnt not to care what
nts
Pagea
society tries to dictate as a norm.
are also a platform where I believe that
other women are not my competition,
I stand together with them, not
against them.
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learnt from
entering
pageants?
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U WERE GIV

PASTE THESE 5 NEUTRAL BOARD
STATEMENTS ON YOUR CUP DAILY.
OR MIRROR AND SAY THEM
Food provides me with the
ability and energy to think,
create, solve, and perform
daily.
to do
2 I am alive and able
y
whatever I want to do toda
because of my body.
, tissue, and
3 My body's muscles
ish
bones allow me to accomplday
any physical demands the
may bring.
God/
4 This is the bodyerthat
and
my higher pow gave me.
I should respect this body
time and
5 I can spend mymy
body/trying
energy hating
to change my body or I can
unt of
amo
e
take that sam
to
time and energy and tried
accept my body.

1

Sketch: @willmatos
https://www.dallasnutritionalcounseling.com/blog/2015/9/20/5-things-youshould-say-to-yourself-everyday

Friend
love
es
languag
RECEIVING GIFTS
Sends memes
Brings coffee
Lends books
Baked goods
Sends cards
Buying bday gifts
Shares fries
WORDS OF
AFFIRMATION
Gives advice
Hypes you up
Always there to talk/
listen
"I Love you!"
Super supportive

QUALITY TIME
Lots of texts
Long phone calls
Hanging out
Vacations
Roadtrips
Drops by
Coffee dates
HOLDING SPACE
Asks before coming by
It's okay to lapse in
texting
Social media chats
Hanging out not
required
Quiet love & support

Blessing Manifesting

should
things you
elf
say to yours
You are

You're a

You are

You're like

worthy

hilarious

Your smile
lights up
a room

Adapted from asnutritionalcounseling.com

loyal
friend

really
smart

You'll

figure it
out

BAE stuff
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HOW TO BE WHOYOYOU’VE GOT
AND USE WHAT U WANT
TO GET WHAT YO

By Sarah
Knight
ds
(Goodrea
Author)

mince her
Sarah Knight does not ight talk
words and delivers strafor who you
up
d
about how to stan
want, need,
are and what you reallywhen it's okay
and deserve, showing
tless to be
to be selfish, why it's poin
"difficult."
perfect, and how to be

be easy, yet
Being yourself should to live on
too many of us struggle ead of our
other people's terms inst
large and in
own. Rather than feeling
belittled.
charge, we feel little and
your
It's time to start putting p
happiness first and sto you
letting other people tellit, or
what to do, how to do And
why it can't be done. it
don't panic! You can doand
without losing friends vers
deli
alienating people. Knightread on
al
a no-nonsense, practic rge of
how to take cha
who you are and want
to be.

I am happy.
I am beautiful.
I am healthy.
I am strong.
I love my body.
I attract positivity.
I attract opportunity.
I attract love.
I am kind.
I am smart.
I am confident
I am successful.
I am worthy
of all the
blessings
coming my
way.
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Mental illness!
CHRISTINE MARIE FREY

wrote Brain XP at age sixteen, following three
years of living with and being treated
psychosis and mental illness. She started havingfor
signs
of anxiety, depression, and psychosis
twelve. While she is now experiencing recoveat the age of
ry
from
the
most
severe symptoms of the diagnosed brain disorde
r, she continues
to follow her recommended treatment plan,
psychotropic medication and going to weeklyincluding taking
in high school, a very difficult journey followe therapy. While
d for Christine
and her family. After struggling with self-harm,
hospitalization, and her forced removal from hallucinations,
shy of her eighth-grade graduation, Christine school six months
felt isolated and
alone, but she never lost faith in God, her family,
her journey to wellness, Christine started journa or herself. On
ling,
writing song lyrics and music, and taught
herself to play guitar as her primary
coping strategies. Christine is dedicated
to ending the stigma toward all teenagers
with mental illness through Brain XP
education. Christine's book describes the
real-life experiences of a young teenager
suffering with mental illness, showing
them that they are not crazy. Check out
the Brain XP website for Christine's current
blog, music videos & performances.

www.brainxpproject.com.

MENTAL HEALTH

HOW TO

T
tips from Christene SUPPOR
A FRIEND

Finding friends who support you and treat you kindly helps to keep
positivity in your life. It takes away a lot of the pain that comes
with experiencing a mental health issue.
If you are a teen who knows someone who is dealing with a mental
health issue, provide yourself with a better understanding
mental health in general. The more you know, the less you of
judge. Our ignorance should not be the reason that preventswill
us
from understanding a peer.
As teens, we are also quick to judge. Lacking knowledg
e of
someone is not an excuse to judge that person. Lending a hand
to someone who is struggling creates an atmosphere that
is
comforting rather than intimidating.
Stigma surrounds our teenage world. In order to erase the stigma,
we need to increase the awareness. One way to do this is
by
joining a mental health support group.
Labelling and branding is a common form of stigma among teens
that causes hurt and pain for others. Names such as psycho, crazy,
retarded ‘weird’. are unacceptable. Respect is necessary.

need space but be sure
Handle your friend with care. They maythem. Give them genuine
to let them know that you are there for
love and support.
you are participating in or
Try to include your friends in activities when your friend feels that
at least invite them. The worst feeling is
she is being treated like an outcast.
mental health issue. Giving
It is very difficult to be open about a
Your friend is probably
your friend time might be the best route.That might be why they
overwhelmed, which can cause isolation.
are not as quick to converse with you.
rock, a shoulder to lean on.
Consistent support gives the person a how your friend might be
Keeping an open mind allows you to see
feeling.
l health challenge want
Teens who are suffering from a menta They need someone who
someone who genuinely cares for them.
who feels like they must
WANTS to help them instead of someone
help them.
be extremely overwhelming.
Dealing with a mental health issue can way to boost your friend’s
Bringing positive vibes with you is a great and seeing the light in
mood. Positivity is a route to finding hope
l.
every situation, or at the end of the tunne
be an eye-opener for the
can
life
e
positiv
a
of
le
examp
Setting an
person who is struggling.

Just remember
to do everything
with purpose,
love, and care!

https://discoverymood.com/blog/10-tips-teen-dealing-with-a-mental-health/
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THE HAPPY BRAIN CHEM
DOPAMINE

and pleasure
• Enables motivation, learning, goals/desires/needs
• Determination to accomplish

OXYTOCIN

to build and sustain
• Feeling of trust, motivates you
relationships.
(bonding).
one"
Horm
• Known as "Cuddle /Love

SEROTONIN

1

among peers
• Feeling significant or important
elf.
• Calm form of accepting yours

WHAT
ARE HAPPY
CHEMICALS?

2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S
ENDORPHINeupho
ria to mask physical pain

• Releases a brief
iates anxiety+depression).
• Response to pain/stress (allev

HOW DEFICIENCY AFFECTS YOU

procrastination
low self-esteem
lack of motivation
low energy or
fatigue
inability to focus
feeling anxious
feeling hopeless
mood swings

• feeling lonely
• stressed
• lack of 		
motivation
• low energy or 		
fatigue
• disconnect of 		
relationships
• feeling anxious
• insomnia

DOPAMINE

3
•
•
•
•

OXYTOCIN

• low self-esteem
• overly sensitive
• anxiety/panic 		
attacks
• mood swings
• feeling hopeless
• social phobia
• obsession/		
compulsion
• insomnia

•
•
•
•
•
•

anxiety
depression
mood swings
aches and pains
insomnia
impulsive 		
behavior

SEROTONIN ENDORPHINS

HOW TO INCREASE HAPPINESS LEVELS

meditate
daily to-do list
long term goals
food rich in 		
L-Tyrosine
• exercise regularly
• create some-		
thing: writing, 		
music, or art

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

physical touch
socializing
massage
acupuncture
listening to music
exercise
cold shower
meditate

•
•
•
•

exercise
cold showers
sunlight
massage

© 2020 BANANA TREE LOG www.bananatreelog.com

• laughter/crying
• create music/art
• eat dark 		
chocolate
• eat spicy foods
• exercise/stretch
• massage
• meditate

Health stuff
Passionate about

PENTATHLONS

By Anke Weyers, Gr 11

Grade 11 learner, ALIDA VAN DER MERW E
is one of our
sports wonder women. She is driven and highly disciplin
it comes to training and is an inspiration to her fellowed when
Eunice
peers. One of Alida’s outstanding qualities is the
humble
in which she responds to her achievements. She is way
a great
sports woman! I had the privilege to interview her
and got to know the secret to her success.

you
Anke: Howsydoschool,
balance a bud sport
social an e?
programm

Alida: I try to make use
of every minute in a day. I find
that it helps to spread my time evenly
between sporting and academic activities.
I am an early sleeper and I manage to finish
my homework for the next day. I have a
fixed routine which mentally helps me
throughout a school week with my
sport activities too.

e
Anke: Who arels
your role mod
and why?

Alida:

My mother and father.
Both are two hardworking
people who show me the importance
of consistency and persistence. I am
motivated by their actions and hope to
show the same hard working concept
like them one day.

u follow
d
Anke: Domyo
eal plan an
a specific ur go-to snack
yo
what is competition?
before a

a
Alida: Insteadn Iofaim
strict meal pla lanced
for a healthy baad. I
lifestyle inste tmeal
oa
love a bowl of race.
before any
did you
Anke: Wheyon u wanted
realise that ate in your
to particip ofessional
sport at a pr l?
leve

Anke: We admire
your self-discipline and
dedication. What keeps
you so motivated and
driven?
Alida:

I realise the value of
and am motivated to time
an opportunity. I have never miss
which I set for myself a daily goal
and the
goals keep me passion se daily
ately
driven.

Alida:

It was after my firstition in
international compet
it through to
2017. I didn’t make a great result
the finals or achievet I could improve
tha
that year but I knew t athletes in the
bes
in order to be with theday.
world one

Anke: What do
you consider to be
your sporting career
highlight?
does

a

How
in a
Ankea:l day lookn der
norm f Alida va
day o Merwe?

Alida:

It would definitely be
the experience I had at the
ys
2018 Youth Olympic Games. I alwa
when I
get that heart-warming feeling t with
reminisce about the times I spen res I
the friends I made, the new cultumy
experienced and the smiles on
proud family’s faces.

Alida:

I wake up at 5 am to make my
morning oatmeal and prepare for my swimming
session. Afterwards, I eat two eggs which my mother
makes for me every morning. In ar
e car I prepare myself for
ho the
: Wschool,
Anke
my first class at school.
After
elsI once again refuel with a
role mod
balanced healthy meal, and
yourprepare
for
hy? either a horse riding lesson or
d wfollowed
a tutor lesson. I then go for aan
run
by a shooting session.
active day ends off a fencing session. My best time of the day is A very
when I
have supper with the family and finish off the rest of my homewor
am in bed by 10 pm and get a good night’s rest for the next day. k. I
I
work on weekends and I prepare ahead of time for upcoming
assessments and tests. I then do revision for that
subject closer to the time.

have
Anke: Doceyofour our
any advi Eunice
upcoming s?
sports star

Alida:

ething
My tip is to find sominvest
you love doing and h all
in that discipline witry…
your passion - eve
single…day!

TYPES OF SELF-CARE

blessingmanifesting.com

Fruit and veggies have

SuPER POWERS

tables contain
Fruit and vege nt vitamins,
fibre, importa chemicals and
minerals, plant g antioxidants.
health-boostin in fruit and
A diet high
t
n help protec
vegetables ca ncer, diabetes,
you against caion and heart
inflammat
disease.

SuPERFOODS

our diet
to add to y

Broccoli

Leafy
green
s

Avocado

Chickpeas

Zucchini or
Sweet potato

Cauliflower

d
Chia see

Salmon

Berries

Dark
Chocolate

Coconut

oods
Superf high
containnutrition,
of
levels xidants and
antio inerals.
m

ods-meal-plan-challenge/

https://www.cottercrunch.com/gluten-free-superfo
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FITNESS_SM ST
BY KEAA PIE

(EUNICE OLD GIRL 2015)

the country
degree
that I would
year of my LLB
During the final lockdown and I knew
at home to copeg
went into a hardrt exercising regularly
After spendin
sta
to
ed
have
during this time.
m attire, I realis re
hy
gy
alt
he
y
sta
w
d
an
for athleisu
g for some ne
le
some time lookinp in the market
sty
paradigm life ed
a ga
that there was would meet the new
ise. I decid
erc
ex
at
th
e
clothing
and vigorous
going during th a
of lounge-aboutject to keep me
pieces from
pro
,
nd
that I needed a d through selecting
bra
my
lockdown an safari, this is how
re
relentless coutu SMITTEN was born.

Starting your own business
is very intimidating, there
are always risks involved. You
don’t know if you’re going
to succeed, but the only
thing you can do is take
calculated risks and work hard to
ensure that you give it the best chance
to succeed. I had quite a lot on my plate I
during my final exams for my degree, astime, I was
was running Smitten alone at the samed things done and I
also very particular about how I wante between my studies
was very hands-on, so managing my time taking. Initially I was
and my new business wasn’t an easy under
teaching myself how
spending a lot of time researching and ty to the more tedious
to do things from creating brand identi nting, but at that stage
things like doing inventory and the accou be a success, so I was
I was so adamant that my business would is a huge amount of
happy to put in the time and effort. Theress and I think that from
admin that comes with running a busine would become, there
the outset I didn’t realise how taxing this
ging the social media
are no fixed working hours. When mana questions at all hours of
accounts we would receive
nd as
the night and I took it upon myself to respo
frequently as possible.
I have always felt a huge responsibility
to use Smitten as a platform to
encourage girls to prioritise their
health - mental and physical. I
also wanted to create a platform
where girls could connect and
support each other and would
be encouraged to be confident,
healthier and more balanced
versions of themselves.

to, I developed a concept for a
The moment I had the capacity are designed to help girls feel in
ers
plann
The
er.
plann
yle
lifest
urage them to stay on top of their
control of their lives and to enco it includes a guide for regular
fitness goals and mental health,check-ins and affirmations. I had
goal setting and mental health of my university career (three of
lost four friends over the span from Eunice House) and I felt a
whom were close friends of mine orm to create a space where
huge responsibility to use my platf
supported.
girls could feel encouraged and
eurs would be to create a
pren
entre
e
Eunic
any
My advice for
you are personally passionate
that
thing
some
nd
arou
ess
busin
you do so satisfying and
about, that way you will find what
y to put in the extra hours. If you
meaningful and you will be happ ’t entirely sure if it will work out
have a business idea, but you arenleap and trying it out anyway. If
or not, I would suggest taking thestill learn from it, it will never be
it doesn’t succeed, then you will
a waste of your time.
if I had to put it down to two
Eunice taught me so much, but ‘to do everything with a spirit of
be
d
woul
it
,
cular
things in parti
privilege of being taught by Mrs
excellence’ (anyone who had the and I was taught the importance
Marais will be familiar with this), there is an immeasurable amount
of having a sense of community times we are facing currently due
of value in this (especially in the
so isolating). I’m so grateful for
to the pandemic, which can be e provided me and for all of the
the foundation with which Eunic Eunice friends along the way.
support I have received from my
e I would have
On a personal note, some advic ol would be that
appreciated while still at scho remember that
joy,
of
comparison is the thief
Be obsessed
nobody posts about their failures.
with your own potential.

itten_fitness
Instagram handle name Sm
le
sty
Life
&
ure
leis
Ath
Luxury
www.smittenfit.com

Famous stuff
!
Shhhh… Listennd of a

e sou
Do you hear th By Feng Mei Chuang, Gr 11

celebrity?
nica
Feng-Mei:t Su
exactly
Bruwer, wha embark on
to
inspired youing journey?
this sing

Sunica: I fell in
love with music from the age
of 8 and find immense fulfilment
in sharing my talent. Singing will
forever be my escape from
anger and pain.
hat
Feng-Meeiof: Wyour

are som
ts or awards
achievemen ve won over
ha
u
yo
at
th
years?
the past few

d

I receive
Sunicdaa:ls in differentarded

gold me ories. I was aw iple
nd Tr
categ
singing nior vocalist a a. I also
Best Ju at Talent Afric Kids
Threat d 3rd overall at
finishe ith Talent.
W

Feng-Mei: What

do the day-to-day
responsibilities of being
a singer look like?

Sunica:

I practice
daily. Singing 2 hours
to refrain fromrequires me
all times in orde shouting at
voice. Ginger te r to protect my
my best frienda with honey is
to soot
vocal chords. he my

Feng-Mei:In your
opinion do you think music has
the ability to empower
Sunica:
and unite women? If so, how
Definitely. Music is a
has music empowered you
powerful glue that binds people
to be the person you are
together. Aretha Franklin’s “Freedom”
today?
is an example of a powerful song that
binds women together through strong
lyrics. Singing has empowered me to stay
determined and develop confidence for
stage performances. It has pushed me
to work hard in order to achieve
my goals.
Feng-

Mei:
Wha
give to t advice can
y
y
want tooung ladies ou
who
follow
in
y
footste
our
ps?

Sunica: Be
strong and believe inup
yourself. Never give g
and never stop workin
towards your goals.

Teen has a dream

TO BE PAGEANT QuEEN
By Naleena Marii Louw, Gr 12

Naleena:

E,
CHOBAN
REBONEy you
chose to go
tell us wh
industry.
into the Pageant

Rebone:

When I was in Pri
mary
School, I alw
team sports. Howeays took part in
ver
,
in
high school,
I decided to take
really worked for part in something that
me, because I nev
quite like myself
er felt
needed to find somdoing sport activities. I
eth
ing
tha
t would click
with my personalit
the hopes of figuri y. I tried pageantry in
ng
good at. So, a lon out what I would be
g sto
pageantry was my ry shortened,
pas
was a perfect fit forsion and
me.

Naleentath: To
be an
s, le at
our reader step out of your
to
inspiration s. Find out what you
y
ne
comfort zo hat makes you happis
w
enjoy and d. Rebone how did th
and fulfille ney all begin?
jour

Rebone: stI pageant
my fir
e
started with med first princess in thin the
incess
I was na
in 2012 and Show. I was the First prat same year, I
th
oem
Miss Teen Bl angaung Pageant and in ival. In 2020 I was
2019 Miss M Teen Vrystaat Arts Fest uth Africa. This
won the Miss in the Miss Teenager Sothe Miss Teen
a finalist as First Princess in
year, I w
uth Africa.
Free State, So
Naleena:

Rebone:

Yes, it was a great I
lly,
experience. Initia nds
frie
struggled to makegirls already
the
because many of m past events, so
fro
knew each other t with my dad during
ou
’
s
I would ‘hang
we had interview
workshops or whent before long I had
Bu
ss.
pre
the
h
wit
friends. Now,
Rebone: cult.
made some great ether at
diffi
when we get tog re is
The journey was 20 hadn’t
these events the ie.
The finalists of 20 a year and
for
fantastic camarader
seen each othercult for all of us
it was quite diffi get to know each
d
to reconnect an ain. We had gone
Naleena: How did the
other all over ag ging experiences
an
-ch
life
arrival of COVID 19 and
through
emic and so
nd
Pa
the
g
rin
Lockdown affect the
du
be
to
d
ha
friendships
Pageant industry?
rebuilt.

ing
Wow, what amaz u have
ts yo
accomplishmen a young age.
achieved at suchroduction to
Was your int
sitive
this ‘world’ a po
one?

Naleena:

Indeed, amidst
COVID 19, many ge not
a chan
individuals saw lives, but a
only in their daily mselves as
change within the you have
well. Rebone do dels?
any role mo

Rebone:

Yes, I do have a role
is me.
model and that person to do
Everyday, I strive not onlyI was the
than
better, but to be better shouldn’t try
day before. I believe onee else, because
eon
too hard to be like som up losing yourself
eventually you will end wrong to adopt
in the process. It is not ple you admire,
characteristics from peo
in the way of your
but this should not get self-growth.
personal journey and
ion of a
Be your own unique vers
Wonder Woman.

Art & Di Y
stuff
L DAY
U
F
S
S
E
R
T
S
END A
WITH A FIZZ!
Whether you want to relax, sleep
more easily, or feel inspired, these
DIY Fizz bath bombs will help you to
achieve the mood you’re after.

up a few
These also make a great gift. Wrap e of candles
with a box of chocolates and a coupl
BFF!
for the ultimate treat for your

RECIPE:
DIY bath bomb this
steps with

Learn how to DIY Bath Bomb ing a relaxing bath in
by-step guide. You'll be enjoy
no time!

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•

MAKES

4

ond
• 2 1/2 tablespoons almt oil
1 cup baking soda
oil - or melted coconu
acid
ic
er
citr
1/2 cup
• 3/4 tablespoon wat ial oil
1/2 cup epsom salt
• 12-15 drops essent
1/2 cup cornstarch ional • Bath bomb molds
opt
ent
coloring pigm

INSTRUCTIONS

dry
1. In a medium bowl, mix together all of the
t to
ingredients. Add as much or as little colour pigmen
achieve desired look. Whisk to combine.
2. In a separate small bowl, mix
together the wet ingredients.
3. Add the wet ingredients to the
dry ones very slowly. (This is very
important; otherwise you will
activate the citric acid which is
used to create the fizzing effect.)
Mix until combined, and the
ingredients look like wet sand.
4. Fill each half of the mold,
packing the mixture in slightly until
it's overflowing. Press the halves
together firmly. Let the filled
mold sit for one minute. Lightly
tap the mold and gently pull
it apart to remove the bath
bomb. Let the bath bombs
dry for 24 hours before
enjoying in the tub.

NO MORE WER!
MESSY DRA

Here is what you need to DIY ers
some super cute drawer divid
and organizers:

k}, regular
g and decorative cardstoc a ruler.
Pretty papers, {both wrappin
cil, scissors, box cutter and
pen
d,
side
bledou
and
tape
, tacos
such as cereal; granola bars
Collect leftover food boxes e you have enough pop them into the
Onc
s.
boxe
ste
ize your
and toothpa
them as dividers to reorgan
drawer to see how to use
madness.
s, use
location for each of the boxe
Once you have the desired k the height around each edge of
mar
to
e
guid
a
as
er
draw
the
each box.
!
a Stanley knife or scissors
Then, cut the boxes using

rative paper.
The next step is to cut the deco
wrap a box with paper.
There are plenty of ways to ss the bottom, attaching it to
Start by using a thin strip acro or glue.
the box with double sided tape
in the creases around the
Then use a pencil eraser to push
paper doesn’t tear}.
inside edges {carefully so the
n nice and tight, repeat the
Once the first strip is taped dowtion. Again, push in the inside
direc
site
oppo
the
in
step
e
sam
tape it all down.
edges with a pencil eraser and
home and is paired with like
Make sure everything has a
messy drawer!
more
No
day!
y
happ
Oh,
s.
item
rt cups and even shoe boxes.
You can consider using Yogu

BEFORE

AFTER

ders.html
http://www.iheartorganizing.com/2013/01/diy-cereal-box-drawer-divi

MEGAN RAMOS Gr 11
IS DRIVEN BY DANCE!
By Lize Ferreira, Gr 11

Lize: Meaugastn,art
when did yo
dancing?

Meagan:

I started attending
2
ballet classes at the age of in
ng
but I only started competi 9.
competitions at the age of

Lize: What has been
your biggest accomplishment
as a dancer?

Lize: Have you
ever almost quit dancing and
if
so, what keeps you uplifted
and
determined to continue?

Meagan:

Meagan:

In 2018, I participated
in the Dance World Cup in
Portugal which was an incredible
experience. I placed 9th for
my tap duet, 11th for my
tap solo and 15th for my
contemporary solo.

u

would yo
Lize: Whatot ac
hieve in

still like g career?
your dancin

es
Dancing has sometim
both
been very stressful, nally,
physically and emotioce exams.
dan
especially during my and friends
However, my mom
me and
continually motivatedere.
tell me to persev

Meagan:

A big dream of mine is
to dance for the Royal Opera
Academy in England after
school.

Book nook
Avid reader &

SELF-PuBLISHED
10
AuTHOR By Blake Smith, Gr

wrote and published her firstis a
SE MANAKA
REIKANTshe
for Reikanste
was 10 years old. High Ten

ched her
book when
ies. Since then she has laun
36-page book of short stormy schoolbag.
second book, A snake in
you

spired
Blake: Wlehoapinof faith and

to take a citing venture?
begin this ex

Reikantse:

My favourite author,
Stacey Fru inspired me to
become an author. She is Africa's
Youngest Chapter Books and she has
won several awards for her writing.
She is a fun-loving, young author from
Johannesburg. She completed her first
book 'Smelly Cats' just before her
8th birthday and has made quite
a name for herself.

ake:

Bl
to have a
It is wonderfulo can provide
wh
ry
ra
po
em
nt
iven
co
at keeps you dr
inspiration. Wh ated to write?
tiv
mo
and

Reikantse:

g
I feel strongly about spreadinlove
my
my passion for reading andere. My books
ywh
of writing to children everLondon Book fair in
have been exhibited at the fair in Germany. It is
book
2018 and at the Frankfort invited to schools to share
I am
also very rewarding when oured to be one of the guest
the Girl
my message. I was very hon
2020 International Day of
speakers in Girls Speak Outby and held at the United Nations’
ed
host
was
ce on
(IDG), which
. I addressed the conferen
Headquarters in New York violence and gender inequality.
the topic of gender-based of a lifetime. It boosted my
This was an experience
t deal from many
confidence and I learnt a grea
le who
qualified and influential peop
attended the conference.

Blake:

Sometimes
cult
authors find it diffi
an idea
to come up with where
for a story. From ur
do you get yo
ideas?

Reikantse:

One of my sources
of inspiration is my
sister Roranga – she
entertaining. I would is very
that my ideas come fromalso say
to my friends and clas listening
sma
as well as observing oth tes
people’s everyday live er
s.

lake:

B
you
What have e art of
t th
nt
lear abou eatively?
writing cr

Reikantse:

When I write
alive. It is fun I feel so
world of imagina to step into a
me on a fantas tion that can take
learnt that althotic adventure. I have
same idea as so ugh I might have the
me
it original and pu one else, I must make
t a unique spin on
idea. It is importa
the
my own persona nt for me to bring
l experiences int
the story which
o
then makes it
:
my story.
Blakeveer get w
u
ho
Do yo lock’ and to
rs b anaged
e
it
r
m
‘w
it?
you
have ak through
bre
Blake: writers
loped
Yes, I have deveIn the past, I have
es.
block a few tim which I was excited, and
out
ty
had an idea abwrite. Over time, my creativi uld
wo
I would start to uld start to drop off and I gst
wo
on
and enthusiasm um. It is common even am ite
lose moment l authors and I haven't qu
na
g
tio
interna
ion to preventin
found THE solutblock yet!
writers

Blake:

What would you
st
say is your bigge in
stumbling block ed
sh
becoming a publi
author?

Reikantse:

I think one of the
greatest struggles I hav
e had
in the past is when I hav
story, I have then questioe written a
as to whether this story ned myself
would be
relatable and inspirationa
it appeal to my marketl, would
and
would it sell?

e:

Blakthere are s of
re,
ent
s
r
o
F u ose mom budding
th er our
s
–
y
a
alw Empow nd poets u
a
o
.
doubt e authors tips can y
Eunic advice or em?
what give th

eikantse:

R
! Stay
Never give up mmitted
d co
an
te
na
io
pass
u begin
ing. When yo
to your writ rite about an idea,
w
to craft and to find what makes
ould
always try
ique. You sh
or
your st y un market and then
et
rg
ta
a
ld into
have
aginary wor
create an im ader can escape.
re
which your have a literary
All of you s to be heard
ed
ne
at
voice th
entic South
through authories.
African st

GRIT

er of
The Powand
Passion rance
Perseve

BY ANGELA DUCKWORTH

ne striving to succeed,
In this must-read book for anyo Duckworth shows parents,
pioneering psychologist Angelaess people that the secret
educators, students, and busin not talent but a focused
to outstanding achievement is
persistence called grit.
others fail? Angela
Why do some people succeed and
is hardly a guarantor of
Duckworth explains why talent
as identifying our passions
success. Rather, other factors such itments are more crucial.
and following through on our comm
drives success is not genius,
Duckworth believes what really long-term perseverance.
and
ion
pass
of
blend
ial
spec
but a
more crucial than talent she
To prove her theory that grit is some of the toughest schools,
interviews teachers working in first days at West Point,
cadets struggling through their nal Spelling Bee. She also
and young finalists in the Natio interviewing dozens of high
shares what she's learned fromJamie Dimon, to the cartoon
achievers; from JP Morgan CEO tle Seahawks Coach, Pete
editor of The New Yorker, to Seat
Carroll.
through your head when you
Grit is a book about what goes t or luck, makes all the
fall down, and how that, not talen
difference
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